Eng 510: Modern English Grammar
English
This course is an advanced treatment of syntactic structures, with special attention to current interpretations; emphasis on morphology and generative transformational theories of syntax.

3 Credits

Prerequisites
- One of the following: Eng 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, or 299.

Cross-listed Courses
- Ling 592: Modern English Grammar
- TESL 592: Modern English Grammar

Instruction Type(s)
- Lecture: Lecture for Eng 510
- Lecture: Web-based Lecture for Eng 510
- Lecture: Compressed Video for Eng 510
- Lecture: Online Program for Eng 510
- Lecture: iStudy Lecture for Eng 510

Subject Areas
- Writing, General
- Linguistics

Related Areas
- Comparative Literature
- Creative Writing
- Foreign Languages and Literatures, General
- Language Interpretation and Translation
- Linguistic, Comparative, and Related Language Studies and Services, Other
- Professional, Technical, Business, and Scientific Writing
- Rhetoric and Composition
- Rhetoric and Composition/Writing Studies, Other

The University of Mississippi is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award certificates and baccalaureate, master’s, specialist, and doctoral degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, call 404-679-4500, or visit online at www.sacscoc.org for questions about the accreditation.
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